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“At the time I began the programme I had been at Bloomberg for five years – three at its New York headquarters and, more recently, two at its Hong Kong office. The curriculum offered classes in key areas that I wanted to explore, but with the added benefit of the perspectives of professors representing three universities across three continents. On top of that was the benefit of insights offered by the diverse group of classmates from across the globe. The combination of these attributes helped me move from my accounting-oriented role in Hong Kong to a finance-oriented role upon my return to New York.”

Asher Feinberg, American
Deputy CFO, R&D
Bloomberg, L.P.
New York

“The end is just the beginning. The two-year programme was a wonderful journey and will help me pursue further career development. The learning from classmates, alumni and professors gave me valuable insights that help me think about my ideal career path.”

Doreen Wang, Chinese
General Manager
Teckwah Value Chain (Shanghai) Co. Ltd
Shanghai

“I have lived and worked in different emerging markets all my life and have always had a deep interest in economic development. I had moved to Hong Kong with the World Bank Group when I started the EMBA Global Asia programme, and towards the end of the programme I decided to move to Myanmar to do corporate strategy and business development for a Burmese company.

The EMBA-GLOBAL Asia programme helped me to take my game to the next step. I moved from finance to a strategy role. I also get access to the alumni network of three established business schools, even in frontier markets like Myanmar! I am also part of the Columbia Social Enterprise Network and am looking for ways to connect international impact investors with local social businesses in Myanmar.”

Nevcan Coban, Turkish
Business Development Manager
Capital Diamond Star Group
Myanmar

“I am a freelance management consultant currently based in London. My passion is for supporting innovation, particularly in energy and healthcare, and I look forward to using the unsurpassed networks from the three universities and the courses I took in venture capital and international entrepreneurship to link investors and expertise with innovation across Asia, Europe and my native Australia.”

Ben Hurdis, Australian
Director
Evolution Partners
London
三嫂和你有個約會
University Hall Reunion of the 80s

“Though iron may rust, stones turn to dust, our bond stays the same…”

During the 80s, most of the U Hall residents were medical students. On April 12, we bet that U Hall was the place that one could find the largest number of “senior doctors” in Hong Kong, perhaps even more than any hospital in town. The brotherhood was best described by what is said in the hall song: “Though some day we’ll leave the castle in search of our destiny, and the good times spent together shall become just memories. But while we’re here let’s keep the fire burning, and kindle it with care, for we all belong to our castle and the same old family!”

Photographs and Memories
More reunions: www.alumni.hku.hk/reunions/stories

Share yours:
Please contact Ms Janice Chan at reunions@hku.hk
HKU Station
Mass Transit Railway’s West Island Line

70 metres below ground -
the deepest and biggest cavern-type station in the existing network

100-metre long HKU Centennial Wall

www.alumni.hku.hk/mtr.campus.video